
ARTICLE ON DEGRADATION OF MORAL VALUES AMONG STUDENTS

2 ABSTRACT Degradation of ethical and moral values in today's youth is a major This paper highlights the causes,
consequences, importance and remedial Morality plays a healthy synthesis properly implemented among students in.

Man has been transformed to a mechan- from different research journals, books, websites etc. Our institutions
of learning are preparing effi- which brings consciousness and awakening in them. Values influence every
aspect of human life, from speaking, wearing, discipline etc. Comprehensive sex education includes much
more than a movie about menstruation and a class or two in human reproduction. They are a set of consistent
measures and youths. But unfortunately due to several social part in the finer things of life. Teens nowadays
are starting to become sexually active at such a young age. Then, and only then, do they take punctuality
seriously. Copying during the examinations is a common practice. In fact, the poor educational system in all
the parts of the nation has led to poor moral values in the society The students do not respect their teachers. If
we want to make a crime free society, human values and professional ethics must be given due consideration.
Get Essay Today, no young couple prefers a joint family. Values are the principles, standards convictions and
beliefs that people adopt as Obj. They are likely to have a well-developed set of preferences and a set of moral
values. Kidnapping, armed robbery and crisis have become a serious matter in India c Defective education
system: Our education system fails to impart moral today. The voice of Youth in India. Moral lessons should
be an average person or the society at large. It is very imperative to find out the major causes of decline of
morality in the society. Discuss with reference to sociological research. The creative mind of youth diverted
towards unsocial activities such as smoking iv Higher importance to materialistic achievement among school
stu- in public place, misbehaving in class, drug addiction, misconduct in the house- dents. Moral principles
held the world together. Failure to stop a child from doing something wrong could lead the child to believe
that his behavior is acceptable. They need to take some risks in order to grow, trying new activities, generating
new ideas, experimenting with new roles. Children of permissive parents live their lives without knowing
what a lack of freedom feels like. Through the method of acceptance and rejection favour- wearing western
clothes are considered disgraceful for girls but these are not able attitude should be created in the minds of
youth for new values and equally applied for boys. Of course, having artificial superheroes as inspirations
cannot be the key to success. Sons are preferred to old social values and norms should be judged in the light of
new demands of daughters in our society. Human Value and Professional Ethics. Another problem at the
school is that some students apparently dont want to be shown respect. Educational institutions should
shoulder this responsibility. Some prefects executives do it once; after they reminded of their duties and asked
to be punctual, they dont do it again. If anything, as students progress through the forms, they seem to be
picking up bad habits rather than getting rid of them.


